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LOMAS Energy – A British Renewable Energy Co.

We design & deploy the most cost effective solar energy systems 
for generating a low-cost, un-interupted electricity supply for homes 
and industry.

Our vision is to help create a modern lifestyle of sustainable living 
among all strata of people, benefitting from uninterrupted, affordable 
and clean power. As such we pride ourselves on providing the high-
est-quality renewable energy systems for households and industry 
applications, drawing upon 30+ years of industry experience across 
multiple national & international markets to deliver the utmost in be-
spoke solar power generation systems.

Our expertise in photovoltaic systems has been proven over the course 
of more than 120 successfully completed projects within the civil, 
government, and military sectors. All our solar generation systems are 
designed, engineered and installed by our own in-house team, bring-
ing the very best of British design to our clients in Pakistan and the 
Middle East.

Our aforementioned portfolio of completed projects carries a cumu-
lative capacity of more than 2MW of solar-generated power, spread 
across various facilities both large and small. These facilities include 
everything from factories and professional offices to solar street-light-
ing systems, water pumps and even solar traffic signs and billboards.

Outside of our UK Head Office, we also maintain a presence in Asia and 
the Middle East, more specifically within Pakistan and Saudi Arabia. 
This allows us to provide the same top-quality service to all our valued 
clients, regardless of their base location.
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Our Operations

British Design, Multinational Applications 
All the grandiose claims in the world would mean 
nothing if the quality of our products and services 
was not up to scratch, and as such our team here at 
LOMAS is proud to showcase the upper echelon of 
British design and engineering. Combine this with 
the intricate local knowledge we have acquired 

regarding our countries of operation, and of course 
the expertise of our passionate and dedicated work-
force, and you have all the building blocks required 
for a successful solar installation project that could 
ultimately see your energy bills reduced by as much 
as 80%.

What We Offer
With an extensive in-house engineering resource for solar generation, 
we focus primarily on the design, engineering and installation of both 
ground- and roof-mounted solar power plants to generate green 
energy for homes, commercial buildings, and industry applications. 
Via international partnerships with some of the most notable names in 
Europe for Wind and Biomass technology, we are also able to offer our 
clients a range of renewable energy solutions outside of our specialisa-
tion in photovoltaic systems.

Our team will work closely with yourself or an appointed company 
representative to gain a thorough understanding of your specific re-
quirements before setting to work on the design of a bespoke renew-
able energy system, providing all our clients with a professional and 
personalised service of unrivalled quality. So confident are we in the 
reliability, performance and quality of our systems that we can provide 
a 25-year performance-bond guarantee, granting you valuable peace-
of-mind.

Our goal first-and-foremost has always indeed been to guarantee the 
client with the best performance possible for many years to come. This 
is why our portfolio of PV solutions spans from thin film modules to 
mono- and poly-crystalline silicon modules. Each and every compo-
nent of our renewable energy systems has been designed and selected 
carefully with the final goal clear in mind.
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Typical Projects

It is in the field of photovoltaic solar power generation that we 
truly shine; below you can see a small showcase of some nota-
ble examples of projects of which we are particularly proud:

System - Roof-top Power 
Generation

Client/Industry - Commercial 
Building

Installed in - Saudi Arabia

System - On-grid Power 
Generation

Client/Industry - Residential 
Compound

Installed in - Pakistan

System - Solar Street Lighting

Client/Industry - ARAMCO Highway

Installed in - Saudi Arabia

System - Off-grid Power 
Generation

Client/Industry - Remote Rural 
Village

Installed in - Pakistan

System - Off-grid Hybrid Solar 
Power

Client/Industry - Telecom Tower

Installed in - Saudi Arabia

System - Solor Water Pumping

Client/Industry - Agricultural Land

Installed in - Provinces



More than Just Solar
Our desire to ensure that we only ever provide 
our clients with the best solution available has, as 
previously mentioned, led us to forge strong part-
nerships with other European specialists operating 
primarily within the fields of Wind power and Bio-
mass technology. By way of these partnerships we 
are able to offer a wide range of renewable energy 
solutions to our valued customer base outside of 
the realm of photovoltaic cell-based systems.

On top of this, our team of expert energy managers 
can propose energy audits and assessments for the 
cloud-based monitoring-and-control of building 
energy requirements. This allows for the automatic 
provision of energy only when and where required, 
thereby saving further energy in the process.
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